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Asking for Ruthie

you know her hustle
you know her white legs
flicker among headlights
and her eyes pick up the wind
while the fast hassle of living
ticks off her days
you know her ways

you know her hustle
you know her lonely pockets
lined with tricks
turned and forgotten
the men like mice hide
under her mind
1umpy ~ bi geyed
you know her pride

you know her blonde arms cut
by broken nickels in
hotel rooms and by razors of
summer lightning on the road
but you know the wizard
highway~ no resisting so
she moves~ she is forever missing

get her a stopping place
before the night slides dirty
fingers under her eyelids and
the weight of much bad kissing
breaks that ricepaper face

sun cover her~ earth
make love to Ruthie
stake her to hot lunches in the wheat fields
make bunches of purple ravens
fly out in formation~ over her eyes
and let her newest lovers
be gentle as women
and longer lasting

-Judy Grahn
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On
Rejection

Of all American phobias, proba-
bly fear of rejection is the most
universal. Writers are especially
vulnerable to hurt when the 011 rejec-
tion slip comes back through the mail ,
leading a tattered manuscript home.
But it's an occupational hazard.

As a professional writer, I sell
about 2/3 of what I write. The other
1/3 is rejected. Regularly. Some-
times I get exactly what a magazine wants
wants, sometimes not. But it's not
personal rejection. Nobody gets every
job they interview for. A pi~k slip
does not mean the work is bad.

11m a firm believer in the idea
that anyone with an IQ of 12, who is
motivated and knows a phrase from a
clause, can publish. But usually not
right off. If you want to write, put
writing before publication. Say what
you have to say to yourself, whether
anyone prints it or not. (And keep
everything you write; what doesn't work
today might tomorrow, or part of it
might.)

In writing for Pointblank Times,
realize that the publication is new;
it is still small, and therefore it's
necessarily 1 imited on space. If you

Judy Grahn, author of liAs king
for Ruthi e" (pri nted on the front
page), A Woman is Talking to Death,
and the classic Edward the Dyke,
will be reading her work in Houston
and Austin this week. Grahn works
as a p-rinter in the small Women's
Press Collective in Oakland, Cali-
fornia, generally shunning establish-
ment publishers, radio talk shows,
and artist ego trip~. But, she does
enjoy reading her work, and is eager
to talk with us about "what's going on in
Texas? II Her schedule:

Uni versf.ty of Hous ton
Uni vers fiy Center

April 23
Wed. 8 p.m.

April 24
Thurs. 9 p.m.

Just Marion's & Lynn's
Fairview at Converse
Houston

April 25
Friday

Austin (for details,
contact 512 476-5051.)

submit a manuscript to PET and it
doesn't run, this does not mean that
1) you can't write 2) the editorial
staff has something against you or
3) there's no need to try again, since·
PET obviously doesn't like your writing
style.

Gay publications have come and'
gone, primarily because the typesetters
had too few (or too many) fingers, the
proofreaders were firs t graders, the copy
read like Sanskrit, and/or the photos
were of naked boys wearing only cowboy
boots and cap pistols. PET is trying to
produce a literarily admirable monthly
in which women can publish regularly.
But it must be sufficiently readable
and graphically attractive to interest
readership. So not every submission
can be used.

Women, and especially lesbians, have
a history of various rejections; often
they are easily discouraged. If your
work is among those submissions not prin-
ted at first, please continue to submit.
PET needs as much material from women as
it can possibly get.

Octavian

Thanks so very much for the reply
to my letter regarding the subscription
co Pointblank Times.

It's been years since I did any pen
and ink work. I do oil painting mostly.
I think 1111 try and get back with draw-
ing and pen and ink since live noticed
other lesbian publications use art con-
tributed by readers. I would enjoy being
able to do some work that could be used.

I am also a member of NOWbut only
just recently joined. I am a lesbian at
heart and have been since about the age
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of 19 but all my life I fought it, think-
ing it was the thing to do. After a recent
brief marriage failed, live finally ad-
mitted to myself to being a lesbian and
quit trying to be straight when it just
isn't in me to be straight. live just
had my 48th birthday. For some reason,
I picture all lesbians as being young,
which kind of leaves me out. I just feel
at this point about admitting that I am
a lesbian kind of scared and at the same
time kind of wonderful. My head is still
swimming and I can't get over what live
missed all these years, but better late
than never I guess. Thanks again.

Si ncerely ~
N.S.
Houston

Dear Pointb lank Times,

On March 15, the Austin Lesbian
Organization held a dance at the Austin
Women's Center. Late that evening, sev-
eral men attending a Silver Spurs Formal
dance in the adjacent wing of the build-
ing attempted to gain entry to the ALO
dance demandi ng the "ri qh t" to 1ook for
their dates. Several women surrounded
them while someone checked the dance area
and returned to inform them their dates
were not present. One of the men insis-
ted belligerently that "No one can keep
me out of any party I want to go to in
this town" and more personal inflam-
matory remarks were made. They were
told it was a private party and slowly
began to leave. One of the women present,
enraqed bY their remarks and attempts to
intimidate, threW her beer after them.
The door was.16cked and for a moment
nothing happened. Then came loud banging
and kicking against the door, resulting
in the frame breaking. Police were called.
The men agreed to settle damages with the
landlord (the Texas Federation of Women's
Cl ubs ) .

Shortly after this incident, the Wo-
men's Center people (the ones who sublet
the hall to ALO) were informed by the Texas
Federation of Women's Clubs to either
disaffiliate from the Lesbian Organiz-
ation or be denied renewal of their lease.
The Women's Center refused and their lease
was not renewed. Several of the members
of the ALO wanted to publicize the above
mentioned events but in the interest of
courtesy and solidarity, first inquired
if the organizations comprising the Women's
Center objected to the use of their name.

A meeting was held on March 31 where offi-
cial representatives of the NOW, Austin
Women's Political Caucus (AWPC) and Women's
Equity Action League (WEAL) were present.

Each of these organizations es-
pouses to be feminist, to have the in-
terests of women at heart. They all
support the Equal Rights Amendment
seeking equality before the law fo;
women. Yet not one of them was willing
to support us publicly in this incident,
not ~ecause they felt we were wrong
~thelr words), but because it was polit-
lcally unastute and might cause them
hardship in obtaining a new center.
The representative of the TWPC informed
us her organization did not wish to have
their name publicized in support of the
ALO because it was close to election
time and they had endorsed candidates.
Known support with the lesbians over such
an incident might jeopardize the can~
didates they endorsed. And all the or-
ganizations of the Women's Center felt
support might jeopardize their efforts
to secure federal funds to restore a
historical house they are hoping to use
as their next Women's Center. The or-
ganizations present voted not to support
us publicly either individually (as the
AWPC, NOW, or WEAL) or collectively (as
the Women1s Center). We also learned
that t~ey.had b~en considering vacating
the bUlld1ng prlor to the incident due
to previous hassles with the Texas
Federation of Women's Clubs, which leads
one to question if they even walked out
in our behalf-

I recognize that certain interests
~ay be specific to certain groups. This
1S only natural. But there are certain
interests all of us as feminists share.
And one of these is an end to sexism in
~ny form. These are the questions and
1ssues the women comprising the Women's
Center had better deal with, for these
very questions and issues are a result
of a feminism they have compromised.

Karen Bonicoro
Aus ti n

In the interest of fairness it should
be noted that this incident reflects
only upon Austin chapters of NOW~ WEAL~
and the NWPC~ and not upon other state
chapters or upon the national organi-
za tions . ED.
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WOMAN'S RIGHT IS rHE
RIGHT OF FREEDOM FROM

POLITiCAl DUTIES

IDlE NO
ON WOMAN SUFFRAGE
NOV. 2-

< N. Y. $TATE: """OCIAnOW
GlI'PORro ~ WOMAN ~GC
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anti-suffrage -
poeter , 1919

E.R. A.
"You behave yourself, KeI1," the

ERA-Yeswoman sai d wi th a wi nk to her
ma1e fri end. Both were crushed up
against a Rescind lady in a pink dress,
waiting amid thousands outside the
Texas House of Representatives gallery
to hear the Aoril 14th testimony on
the proposed rescission of the Equal
Rights Amendment.

"Oh, he's behaving like a perfect
gentleman," beamed the oink lady. She
was apparently unaware that the people
flattened against her Christian body
in this hot breathing-room-only crowd
were some of the very people she had
travelled from Beaumont to Austin in
fear of .... homosexuals.

The ERA's got our feathers ruffled
says a rescissionist's poster. But
their frightened rabbit eyes tell the
true story, as they see their cherished
double standard melting before their
very eyes. The fears of men and women
in foxholes together, men and women in
bathrooms together, and homosexuals in
marriages together have fueled an emo-
tional anti-ERA campaign across Texas
that is apparently professionally
organized by right-wing groups and
insurance companies with even larger
goa 1sin mi nd.

The bill to rescind (HCR 57) has
now been referred to subcommittee,
where ERA-supporters hope it stays
for the next five weeks, until the
Legislature adjourns. But rescission-
ist lobbying has been so successful
that even pro-ERA Representatives may
be pressured into allowing it onto
the House floor for a vote. And if
the House should vote to rescind, the
outlook would be uncertain in the ~

Senate.

With four more states needed to
ratify the Equal Rights Amendment,
and only three more state legislatures
which haven't voted on it yet this
year, it's certain the ERA will not
be ratified nationally this year. And
if Texas became the third state to
rescind, it would be politically
damaging even if the courts ultimately
ruled rescission to be legally invalid.

You can write your Texas Repre-
sentative at (name), P.O. Box 2910
Capitol Station, Austin, Texas 78767.
And if you don't know who s/he is, ask
your local League of Women Voters.

We're pleased and encouraged by
the local and statewide response to
Vo 1. 1 No.1 of Pointb lank Times and
our thanks qO to all those who made
our first two issues possible. l'Je
want to continue communicatina with
you. We are asking 35¢ per c~py and
are offering yearly subscriptions of
$3, $5, and $10 (see subscription
card). The more suooort we have--
both financially and' ar t t s t ica l l y->
the better the publication will be.

We need your money, but we also
need your drawings, photographs, let-
ters, poems, short stories, reviews--
any and all contributions, partic-
ularly graphics and visual desiqns.
There are no Guarantees of acce~-
tance and there is no pay yet, but
everything submitted will be read
and considered by our editorial staff.

Send all submissions, questions, input,
and money to Pointblank Times, 1241 l~.
Bell #4, Houston, Texas 77019. All
written submissions must be typed; if
return is desired, please enclose a
stamped, self-addre~sed antelooe. We
would appreciate having written per-
mission to edit and knowing if you want
anonymity, initials only, or your first
or full name accompanying your work and
your letters.
Deadline for our third issue is May 10th.

alison mckinney/amanda/barbara/ellen/kit/
1 i nda lovell /rose/phyll is/pokey /vi cki /wumpy



Who's Queer?

The idea that straight women fre-
quently think and act "queerer" than gay
women has no doubt crossed the minds of
many lesbians, but it was still surprising
to hear this premise supported by the
work of researchers. A new textbook, by
Chafetz, Beck, Sampson, West and Jones
and t l tl ed Who's Queer: A Study of Homo
and Heterosexual Womenis to be pub-
1is hed th is fa 11 .

Janet Chafetz, professor and Chair-
person of Sociology at the University of
Houston, and Paula Beck, a therapist at
Jewish Family Services, spoke at the
April 10th meeting of the Sexuality and
Lesbianism Task Force at the Women's
Center. The two women summarized their
interviewing procedures and answered
questions for the group.

Interviewing began in the fall of
1972 with people connected with the Gay
Community Center in Houston. The sample
grew to include 65 gay women and 81
straight women (of whom 20 were house-
wives). The questionnaire used by the
researchers covered topics such as sex
roles and experiences, attitudes toward
women and men, religion, and lifestyles.

Among the most interesting findings
were those relating to family background.
Gay women tended to have fewer brothers
and sisters, and to look to their mothers
for love, whl.l e identifying with their
fathers. j}f'the less than fifty per cent
of the g'c(y women whose parents knew of
their sexual preference, most reported
that their mothers were accepting and
their fathers were hostile. Over 1/3 of
the gay sample grew up as Catholics, but
most of the women, both straight and gay
had dissolved their ties to formal reli-
gion.

At the heart of the study, however,
is the conclusion that both in terms of
feminist ideals and practical, sensible
living, it is the gay woman's life which
makes more sense. Gay relationships,
although generally of shorter duration
than straight relationships, are less
tinged with role-playing and less ground-
ed in the idea of monogamy.

,~

Beck noted a trend toward serial
monogamy in the gay culture and
toward bisexuality among straight
women.

The work of Chafetz, Beck, Sampson,
West, and Jones seems destined to have
an effect on sociological and psycho-
logical attitudes toward gay women.
Fortunately, their study reflects a
positive recognition of homosexuality
as a valid lifestyle.

M"~s
C.ool> GIW
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The
Roommate

by karen aZexandep

Elizabeth could not remember the day of the week. The hospital waiting room
was oblivious to time, to the arrivals and departures of friends, to the living
and the dying. Nowhere in this impervious room--not in the plastic plants, the color-
coordi na ted chairs, the protecti vely-covered magazi nes --coul d El i zabeth look and say,
Sarah is dying. She is 29 years old and she is dying. Her parents have been called.

Elizabeth moved the plant to the center of the table and lit a cigarette. She
wanted a drink but she was afraid to move; someone had gotten her place the last
time. She leaned back and blew smoke into the plant.

She had been staring at Sarah's closed door for a long time when the doctor was
suddenly there, opening the door for Sarah's parents. Elizabeth closed her eyes.
She had not been, would not be, allowed in Sarah's room. They were only roommates.
For six years roommates, companions, friends ....

She looked at the
were Sarah's parents.
Elizabeth and Sarah;
beth's chair.

others who were telling each other in hospital voices that those
Elsa was the one among the others who had been closest to

she moved her chair slightly and rested her thin hand on Eliza-

The Reverend and tks. Johnson came slowly back into the waiting room. Quiet,
awkward introductions followed. Handshakings. They had known Elizabeth for six
years and they hugged her close and the tears came. Six years.

Elizabeth envied their will to recover. The Reverend and Mrs. Johnson knew
about death. They knew about how to be a minister and a minister's wife when the
need arose in their congregation. What things to say, the right pressure on the
shoulder of the bereaved. And now they automatically assumed their roles in the
familiar hospital light and talked in low voices among the others right up until
the time the doctor came in and told them that Sarah was dead.

Elizabeth woke after ten hours of drugged sleep. When the doctor had said
Sarah was dead, she'd started blindly for the room. Elsa had caught her halfway
to the door. Now she turned over and stared out the second-floor window into the
winter trees. Sarah had planned to put a bird house in those trees that spring.
They would have spent mornings in bed watching the Evening Grosbeaks.

"Coffee?" Elsa touched her shoulder and offered her the steaming cup.

"No. Yes. Thank you." She sat up enough to balance the saucer on her lap
and lit a cigarette. She would not look at Elsa so she looked around the room.
A page of Sarah's dissertation was still in the carriage of the typewriter. Books.
Their camera. The stereo. Six years worth of their joint accumulations and plans.

Her whole body stiffened and she rammed her fist into the pillow,
tering over the blanket as the cup fell to the floor. "You don't die
when you're 29. Nobody dies from pneumonia at 29. Nobody. Nobody. II

again and again, her eyes wide with outrage and d isbe l ief and horror.

"A wreck maybe," she was pleading with Elsa, her palms open and stiff, "a wreck
I could understand. Sarah drives like a madwoman. But not pneumonia. Not pneumonia. II

coffee splat-
from pneumonia

She screamed



Elsa quickly got the tranquilizers and Elizabeth, after a while, was quiet,
Elsa rubbing her back and shoulders.

"The Johnsons will be coming l a ter ," Elsa said, quietly. "Probab ly there are
some things to be done before then?"

Elizabeth raised her head slowly, once more looking around the room. "That
photograph, I guess. It wouldn't do now for the Johnsons to see Sarah and me
rolling in Colorado snow."

They discussed a few other items--letters, other photographs--until both were
satisfied that the appropriate things had been placed in Elizabeth's private drawers.
"Later , I will need to go through everyth inq ;" Elizabeth said drowsily. "That+s
what happens, isn't it? Later you go through everythtnq?" Elizabeth was asleep.

The Reverend and Mrs. Johnson arrived in the early afternoon. Elizabeth was
dressed, holding a nearly empty double scotch and water. They hugged her silently
in turn, the Reverend Mr. Johnson looking quickly out the window.

IIWalter and I have decided that we don't want to come back to Nashville after
the funeral. So we need to--we need to go through Sarah's things now if you will
help us please?1I The minister's wife was now a mother who desperately needed some-
thing to do. Elizabeth looked steadily at Mrs. Johnson and led her through the
apartment.

Six years worth of joint accumulations. It took the Johnsons less than two
hours to discuss them, separate them. Elizabeth stared through the February trees
into the street below, giving yes and no answers as they were required. Making
up answers when there were none.

And so it was done. The Johnsons sold everything. Some of it Elizabeth bought.
Some of it Elsa bought and gave to Elizabeth.

IIWould you ever have told them?1I Elsa asked after the Johnsons had left,
handing Elizabeth another drink.

Elizabeth took the glass and fingered the ice, IIHow?1I

The next day Elsa guided Elizabeth onto the plane which took the body and the
funeral party to Alabama. The service was short, Elizabeth sitting with what were
described by the minister as the Nashville friends, and afterwards a kindly graying
woman shook her hand and said how nice that she could come.
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Writer-director John Cassavetes I film "A Woman Under the Influence" is,
if nothing else, certainly causing a stir among movie-goers. Many men seem to be
confused and/or bored by the film. Women, in general, are quieter and more thought-
ful in their reactions. One letter, written to the "Soundoff" section of the Houston
Post, suggested that the film was "deeply disturbing" and that people should be warned
of the content in advance, "Exorcist" style. On another day, an editorial on the
film was published on the Postls editorial page between comments on President Ford's
Vietnam policy and an article on the Environmental Protection Agency. It would
appear that Cassavetes has struck a sensitive chord. His films have always demanded
involvement from the viewer. In "Faces," "Husbands," and now "A Woman Under the
Infl uence, II meani ng is often tota lly dependent upon the vi ewer I sown consci ousness
and perspective. In the following "participatory review" three women have shared
their reactions to the film with us:

a review

"A Woman Under the Influence"

Several reviews I have read of "A Woman Under the Influence" characterize
Nick Longhetti as a good-hearted, hard-working husband who is coping with his wife's
craziness as best he can. He may be something of a bumbler, unable to deal effec-
tively with the eccentric Mabel, but his intentions are pure, and he's trying to
understand what's happening around him. It seems to me, however, that these reviewers
ignore the violent side of Nick's nature, a violence which is brought into play with
little provocation. After he has brought a truckload of friends home for lunch,
unannounced, Nick becomes irritated when Mabel tries to initiate some dancing and
growls at her to "sit your ass down." Later, he threatens the neighbor who has brought
his children to Mabel IS impromtu party and vows to kill him and his children if they
don't leave immediately. Toward the end of the film, Nick knocks Mabel to the floor
when she fails to heed his warning to stop acting crazy. These may be the actions
of a concerned, overwhelmed husband, but it is interesting to note that Mabel IS

eccentricities lead to her confinement in a mental institution while Nick's violent
behavior is considered perfectly normal. What else can 'we expect from a man under
such pressure?

•

susan
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Insanity is not in and of itself; it occurs when people tighten up and
become ashamed. Mabel is the pre-apple Eve, and Nick is the post-apple Adam--she
is spontaneous and unselfconscious, while he is ashamed and frightened. Her warmth
and love only become "i nsane" when other peopl e say, "enough is enough. II To those
around Mabel, the social distances they learn to respect are the norm, and anyone
who does not acquire a feeling for the boundaries they set is abnormal and frighten-
ing to those who do observe the rules. Mabel IS situation is almost reminiscent of
lesbians frightening straight women by suggesting that maybe the "truths" \r.Jeall
bought about heterosexuality are not absolute.

The "no apparent reason II for Mabel IS breakdown is premised on the family
situation being the normal healthy environment for a woman. What was completely
clear to me was that a woman as sensitive and beautiful as Mabel could not possibly
live her life through others, with no other outlets besides her husband and kids.
Like any "good woman," she did not allow herself a eel.]',

Mabel was the most alive, strongest character in the movie. Her only
problem was that she had not learned the boundaries that most of us learn. Society
says love, but .... live, but. care, but ... Mabel acted as if there were
no "buts," no boundaries--and to me, that seems saner than drawing artificial lines
to survive.

ellen

Mystification. That's what R. D. Laing called it in Sanity~ Madness and
the Family in describing the case of Maya, a so-called schizophrenic. When Maya re-
called having nearly attacked her mother with a meat cleaver, her mother said, "No,
your memory is wrong." ~Jhen Maya said she masturbated, her mother said, "No, your-e
mis taken. II

Housewife Mabel is similarly under the insidious influence of mystifica-
tion. She resorts to desperate attempts to communicate, contorting her face and
hands, but to no avail. Her words have 10n0 since become useless, as when she begs
her father, "Please, won't you stand up for me?! II and he ob l tqf rrq'ly rises out of
his chair, puzzled. Or, when her explosive husband asks her to "Just be yourself" and
then hits her for not "being herself" to his complete satisfaction.

Mabel IS plight is our own plight writ large--and is clear enough even for
us, ourselves long victims of feedback warped like a funhouse mirror. Modern social
control ca~ls for doublethink instead of.wit~h burnings. Our.feelings of anger, of
sexual deslre, our needs for self-determlnatlon and for true lntimacy are dismissed as
"a phase," "immaturity," "malad~ustmen~," or "just her period,"--or, if we manage to
break through the cotton candy lnsulatlon the world has swaddled us in, perhaps we can
merit serious feedback: numbing drugs, shock treatment, or incarceration. The worst
oppression is not being able to even perceive our oppression or know that alternatives
exist. Mabel, in not seeing hers, perhaps shows us a little of ours.

pokey

The Atlanta Lesbian Feminist Alliance
(ALFA) is sponsoring the Great South-
east Lesbian Conference during Memorial
Day weekend, May 24-26, in Atlanta.
The theme will be "Building Our Com-
munity." More information is available
from Box 7684, Atlanta, Georgia, 30309.

E~ica Jong, author.of Fear of Flying~
wlll appear on Aprll 30 at the Uni-
versity of. Houston at 12-2 p.m. and
7:30 p.m. ln the University Center.
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Plain Brown Wrapper:
The Lesbian in Modern Novels

by Amanda

The following is the second and final
segment of a discussion of lesbians in fic-
tion. Part One considered the forerunners
of the modern lesbian novel ~ such as The
Well of Loneliness; Part Two focuses on two
recently published works ~ Rubyfruit Jungle
and Riverfinger Women.

Rita Mae Brown's novel ~ Rubyfruit Jungle~ traces its heroine's metamorphosis from
a tomboy in the South into a would-be filmmaker in New York City. Early in her narra-
tive~ Molly Bolt establishes her credentials as a strong and independent individual.
She fails to fit a stereotypical mold: her family relationships do not scar her~ her
early sexual experiences with both sexes are healthy and pleasurable~ and her subse-
quent interactions with other women and with the world at large display a refusal to
accept conventional definitions of a gay woman's place in a straight man's world.
Molly enjoys and seeks to gain power; she is ambitious~ but she cannot be bought.
She takes herself seriously but retains a wryly humorous perception of herself and her
acquaintances. Her qualities are not mythic nor saintly~ but they identify her as a
believable and positive character.

As an artistic creation~ it is unlikely that Rubyfruit Jungle will withstand the
ravages of time and popular opinion or that its composition is skillful enough for
it to be considered great literature. Its scope~ and thus its range of audience
appeal ~ is limited. The dialogue~ while true-to-life~ consists largely of collo-
quialisms and slang~ which~ while recognizable to us~ may sound quaint and dated to
future readers; for example~ in twenty years' time~ who will know about Villager
blouses (or care)~ or realize that Carolyn's wearing one says almost as much about
her as the fact that she is a cheerleader? The characterization~ use of the first
person narrative~ plot~ and the subtle but strong gay feminist outlook found in the
novel are its finer qualities~ but it remains to be seen whether these merits will
insure longevity for the book and inspire other novelists to create similar works.

At least one other book~ also published by Daughters~ Inc. does echo the sense~
if not the style oV' content , of Ruhyfruit Jungle. It is Elana Nachman's Riverfinger
Women. Like Rubyfruit~ Riverfinger has a catchy title~ sympathetic lesbian character~
ization~ and an underlying gay ~onsciousness.

~, /

Despite Inez' mocking classification of her tale as a "pornographic novel ~"
Riverfinger Women; a long way from hard-core (or. even soft-core) porn. It is~
instead~ a rather involved account of her relationship with her friends and lovers
(the Riverfinger women) during high school and into college. Ordinarily this time
framework creates what is referred to in other lesbian works as the "girls' school
formula" (as exemplified in Leduc's Therese and Isabel): two young women develop
crushes on each other and retreat idyllically into themselves~ bringing each other
out in the process. Eventually the relationship breaks up~ due either to internal
factors or to external agents (parents~ teachers~ or separation). Basically this
is the pattern followed by Inez and Abby~ with outsiders Peggy and Delphine and the
shadowy presence of parents and men friends adding variations on the theme. Pre-
sumably Inez' self-directed pornography charge refers to the existence of descrip-
tions of lesbian lovemaking in her story~ which~ as she is no doubt very aware~ are
rarely found in novels about women.
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(Plain Brown Wrapper, cont'd)

Besides its uniqueness, this book is worthwhile reading for its vitality.
Riverfinger Women is a celebration of what it is to be a woman and what it is to
love women; gay pride flows from almost every page. Although the characters I age
and lifestyle may contribute to an isolating effect, their feelings of frustration
and of joy establish a rapport between the fictional lesbians in the novel and the
women who read about them. The humor of this novel is less apparent than that in
Rubyfruit, but it exists, surfacing most often in conversations, but also in comic
s~enes. In any case, both this novel and Rubyfruit JungZe should go a long way to
dlsperse the myth of the gay woman as a tragic and one-dimensional being. ,

Whi1e it is encouraging to see books coming out by and about lesbians, it is a
bi t early to predict any trends for the future. The same soci al pressures that deterred
our foremothers from writing about lesbian love and sex are still with us today and will
continue to be with us until society's attitudes and actions towards homosexuals undergo
radical change. The Women's ~~ovement is demonstrating that societal change is at least
a theoretical possibility, but actual changes are still very gradual. Gay women, who
know too well about oppression and its persistence, are at last raising their voices in
their own behalf, and their song may be the first new notes in a new symphony. For all
women, but particularly gay women, whose lives and loves have been unrepresented in
fiction, it's about time ....

r,Rites
of
Spring

Indulge your fantasies!
stars with 50 lesbians? It's
be the weekend of May 31 on a
Austin.

When was the last time you camped out under the
coming! The first Lesbian Rites of Spring will
beautiful site on the Colorado River, not far from

Because we think it's high time we met each other, the two largest lesbian
groups in Texas (Austin Lesbian Organization and Houston NOWSexuality & Lesbianism
Task Force) are inviting every lesbian in Texas to come and celebrate our existence.
Possible things to bring: friends, children, pets, guitars, tents, frisbees, softball
gloves, fishing rods, harmonicas,marshmallows, hiking shoes, suntan oil, and swim-
suits. Also, ideas about us--our needs, our resources, our potential.

Mark May 31-June 1 on your calendar, and spread the word. More info will be in
the May issue of PBT.
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JOURNAL OF HOMOSEXUALITY. Haworth Press, 130 West 72nd St., New York, N.Y.
10023. Quarterly. Vol. 1, 1974. $25/yr. for institutions; $12/yr. for
individuals.

In these times of the publication explosion, when every imaginable discipline
seems to be making a concerted effort toward the procreation of the printed page,
it is difficult indeed to justify, much less applaud, the birth of a new journal.
Yet, when a new journal comes along that not only exhibits laudable standards of
publication, but also fills a much-noticed hole on our library shelves, it merits
a warm welcome. Such a periodical is the Journal of Homosexuality.

"But what will this journal do for me?" you may be wondering. For one thing,
it will give those of us with alternative life-styles an alternative form of read-
ing material. Up until now, there has been an obvious dichotomy between the sci-
entific publications on our library shelves, which v iewhonnsexue l ity as an illness,
and the plain brown wrapper publications in our mailboxes, which support the
validity of our life-styles, but which usually lack scientific evidence. The
Journal of Homosexuality, by reporting results of scientific research from the
viewpoint that homosexuality is a valid life-style, bridges this gap.

For example, have you ever wondered just how prejudiced the American public
is against homosexuals? In the first issue of the Journal of Homosexuality, there
is an article directed to this very question (Levitt and Klassen. "public Attitudes
Toward Homosexuality: Part of the 1970 National Survey by the Institute for Sex
Research". Pp. 29-43). Levitt and Klassen present some of the findings of a four-
year investigation supported by the National Institute of Mental Health, which
included interviews of a probability sample of 3018 American adults during 1970. ••
Among other things, the results of this survey showed:

2. Homosexual acts between two persons who love each other were slightly more
acceptable to the public than extra-marital heterosexual acts.

3. Approximately 75% of those surveyed would deny homosexual men the right to
become ministers, schoolteachers, or judges, but almost equally large majorities
felt that they should be allowed to work as beauticians, artists, musicians, and
fl ori s ts.

1. The American publicls repugnance toward sex acts without affection between
two persons of the same sex was second only to their negative attitudes toward
child-adult sexual involvement.

4. Although nearly three-quarters of this sample objected to homosexuals I
dancing with each other in public places, nearly 70% felt that "what consenting
adult homosexuals do in private is no one elsels business."

5. The typical "homosexophobic" tended to be a rural, white person, who was
raised in the rural Midwest or South, claimed a current religion, and tended
to be relatively more conservative and less lenient about accepting sexual
behavior in general.

Now that you Ire convinced of the significance of the Journal of Homosexuality,
the next question is how to acquire it. You can subscribe (~ee above), or check
your local library. If they donlt have it, suggest that they subscribe. With
enough reader requests, they will, and theylll gain a solid journal with an open-
minded attitude toward alternative sexual lifestyles.
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Houston will soon become the tenth
city in the U.S. to have a feminist credit
union. Credit unions, which are fully in-
sured, cooperatively-run savings and loan
associations, offer their depositors divi-
dends on savings and lower interest rates
on loans. Since the FDIC insures all de-
posits up to $40,000, the safety of your
savings is guaranteed. All it takes to
join is an initial $5.00 deposit (one share),
but the large deposits vital to the success
of a credit union are also encouraged.

Structurally, the credit union will
include a board of directors, a loan com-
mittee, and an accountinq and administra-

•conspiracy

tive committee. The Houston credit union
plans to extend to its members free finan-
cial planning and counseling, and to serve
as a credit reference source to would-be
creditors seeking credit reports. Thus,
feminist credit unions can provide women
of all ages and incomes with credit oppor-
tunities that discrimination has long de-
nied us.

At present, the credit union committee
is working on a charter, requesting pledges
considering possible locations, and solici-
ting members. If you want more information
or want to help or pledge, call Laura at
528-3631 or Merryl at 522-2454 .

From the rocks
where we sunned
we could raise our heads
and see
Charlie float in the tube.

Charlie wore his glasses
in the water.
If he wanted,
he could see us, too,
formal on our towels
1 i ke offeri ngs.

But when the waves
(guileless allies)
turned Charlie1s tube arrear,
you ate grapes
from my belly
and caviar
from my ear.

- Cuyler Etheredge




